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Abstract

Macroautophagy (autophagy) is a lysosomal degradation pathway for the breakdown of intracellular proteins and organelles. Although constitutive autophagy is a homeostatic mechanism for intracellular recycling and metabolic regulation, autophagy is also stress responsive, in which it is important for the removal of damaged proteins and organelles. Autophagy thereby confers stress tolerance, limits damage, and sustains viability under adverse conditions. Autophagy is a tumor-suppression mechanism, yet it enables tumor cell survival in stress. Reconciling how loss of a prosurvival function can promote tumorigenesis, emerging evidence suggests that preservation of cellular fitness by autophagy may be key to tumor suppression. As autophagy is such a fundamental process, establishing how the functional status of autophagy influences tumorigenesis and treatment response is important. This is especially critical as many current cancer therapeutics activate autophagy. Therefore, efforts to understand and modulate the autophagy pathway will provide new approaches to cancer therapy and prevention. (Clin Cancer Res 2009;15(17):5308–16)

Autophagy Is a Lysosomal Degradation Pathway for Intracellular Digestion

Stress stimuli activate cellular pathways for adaptation that are crucial for cells to either tolerate adverse conditions or to trigger cell suicide mechanisms, such as apoptosis to eliminate damaged and potentially dangerous cells (1). Metabolic stress, including starvation, increases the cellular requirement for energy production and damage mitigation, and catabolic cellular self-digestion by autophagy plays a critical role in both instances. Stress activates autophagy, in which double membrane vesicles form and engulf proteins, cytoplasm, protein aggregates, and organelles that are then delivered to lysosomes where they are degraded (2). Autophagy serves to maintain cellular metabolism through recycling of cellular components when the availability of external nutrient sources is limited. Autophagy-deficient mice have tissues with low ATP levels and fail to survive the neonatal starvation period, providing a clear example of autophagy-mediated management of energy homeostasis (3). Stress, particularly resulting from oxidative damage due to aging or hypoxic conditions, damages proteins and organelles that require autophagy for elimination. Mice with autophagy defects accumulate cells with polyubiquitinated p62 (sequestosome1)-containing protein aggregates and damaged mitochondria and show elevated oxidative stress and cell death (4–8). Thus, autophagy is important for the degradative turnover of damaged proteins and organelles during stress, the failure of which is toxic to cells and tissues and can be pro-inflammatory. Peptides generated from proteins degraded by autophagy can also be used for antigen presentation to T cells for regulation of immunity and host defense (9). The importance of autophagy as a homeostatic and survival-promoting mechanism is underscored by the association of autophagy defects in the etiology of many diseases, including neurodegeneration, steatosis, Crohn’s disease, infection, aging, and cancer (2, 10).

Autophagy Localizes to Metabolically Stressed Tumor Regions

As in normal cells, autophagy is activated in tumor cells by stress, including starvation, hypoxia, and factor deprivation (2, 10). Tumor cells experience elevated metabolic stress from nutrient, factor, and oxygen deprivation caused by inadequate blood supply resulting from deficient angiogenesis (11–13). This environmental metabolic stress in tumors is compounded by cell intrinsic metabolic stress derived from the high metabolic demand of cell proliferation and altered metabolism (aerobic glycolysis), in which ATP production is inefficient. Autophagy localizes to hypoxic regions of tumors most distal to blood vessels, where it supports tumor cell survival (14–17). Thus, autophagy plays a similar role in tumor cells as it does in normal cells, but because the inherent stress tumor cells encounter is greater, the dependence on autophagy may be more substantial.
This difference between normal and tumor cells with respect to autophagy dependence may be useful for exploiting autophagy modulation in cancer therapy by providing a therapeutic window. Additionally, tumor masses have heterogeneous areas of vessel and nutrient supply, and tumor cells residing in hypoxic tumor regions undergoing autophagy are the tumor cells that resist radiation and chemotherapy. Knowing that autophagy supports survival of this important subpopulation of tumor cells provides an opportunity to target these resistant cells to improve cancer therapy.

**Autophagy in Cancer Therapy**

**Autophagy Promotes Tumor Cell Survival to Metabolic Stress**

One of the most remarkable feats within the tumor cells’ repertoire is to activate autophagy in response to stress, which enables long-term survival, particularly when apoptosis is defective (14, 18). Normally apoptosis would eliminate tumor cells enduring unrelenting stress as a tumor-suppression mechanism. Tumor cells frequently evolve defects in apoptosis, allowing autophagy to sustain survival for weeks in conditions of deprivation (10, 11, 14, 18). Tumor cells can progressively eat themselves under prolonged stress, becoming less than one third their normal size (Fig. 1A). During the process of cellular consumption through autophagy, cell division and motility are suppressed, which may represent an energy conservation effort (14). These apparently “dormant” tumor cells represent the minimal cells capable of recovery (MCCR), which retain the capacity to return to their normal size and resume cell proliferation within 24 hours of having normal growth conditions restored (Fig. 1A: refs. 10, 11). Autophagy must be a highly selective process to permit extensive cellular degradation while retaining functional integrity. Establishing how cellular components are selected and directed to the autophagy pathway for degradation will be important, but likely involves specialized processes such as mitophagy (19) and p62 protein aggregate formation (20). Establishing dormancy with the capacity for regeneration is highly dependent on autophagy, as tumor cells with autophagy defects are less efficient at achieving dormancy and regenerating. Thus, autophagy confers tumor cells with superior stress tolerance, which limits damage, maintains viability, sustains dormancy, and facilitates recovery (Fig. 1B).

A major aspect of cancer treatment is infliction of damage and stress on tumor cells sufficient to kill them by apoptosis, necrosis or alternate forms of cell death. Nonetheless, a small number of remaining tumor cells is too often sufficient for tumors to reoccur, often years later with deadly consequences. Remaining tumor cells that manage to tolerate treatment and persist only to re-emerge at a later time is a fundamental barrier to successful cancer treatment. The mechanism by which tumor cells achieve dormancy and regenerate needs to be established, and the precise role that autophagy plays in these processes needs to be defined. Therapeutic targeting of autophagy to impair dormancy and regeneration is worthwhile, but there may also be additional opportunities targeting the dormancy and regeneration pathways specifically (Fig. 1C).

**Autophagy Is Suppressed in Many Human Tumors**

Although autophagy is a survival pathway used by both normal and tumor cells to survive starvation and stress, paradoxically, autophagy defects are found in many human tumors. Allelic loss of the essential autophagy gene beclin1 is frequent in human breast, ovarian, and prostate cancers (21). This limited assessment requires further substantiation along with evaluation of other autophagy genes coupled to functional analysis of autophagy in tumors. Allelic loss of beclin1 also renders mice prone to hepatocellular carcinoma (HICC), lung adenocarcinoma, mammary hyperplasia, and lymphoma (22, 23). Defective autophagy through allelic loss of beclin1 or deficiency in the essential autophagy gene atg5 promotes tumorigenesis of immortal epithelial kidney and mammary cell lines (15, 17, 24). Loss of other autophagy regulators such as bif-1 (25) and atg4C (26) also renders mice tumor prone. The most common mutational event influencing autophagy in tumors, however, may be constitutive activation of the PI-3 kinase pathway. PI-3 kinase and mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) activation are one of the most common events in human cancers, and mTOR inhibits autophagy (2). The PI-3 kinase pathway functions to integrate growth factor and nutrient availability with biosynthetic processes such as protein translation and anabolic metabolism to favor cell growth and proliferation (27). This process enables cells to manage activity and metabolic demand with the availability of external nutrient resources. When nutrients and growth factors are readily available, the demand for the catabolic activity of autophagy is reduced by mTOR. Under starvation conditions, the activity of the PI-3 kinase pathway and mTOR is suppressed, which down-regulates cellular biosynthetic processes and cellular proliferation but de-represses autophagy enabling catabolism. Regulation of the PI-3 kinase pathway permits cells to adapt to environmental fluctuations by adjusting behavior, utilization, and consumption. The problem arises in cancer cells in which the PI-3 kinase pathway is constitutively activated by mutations, which causes unrelenting cell growth signals uncoupled from nutrient and growth factor availability (11). Although constitutive growth signals drive tumor cell proliferation, tumor cells are also rendered less able to induce autophagy or to suppress consumption in response to stress, which can lead to metabolic catastrophe in which energetic demand exceeds production (11). This metabolic fragility of tumor cells has suggested therapeutic starvation as an approach to cancer therapy to exploit an inherent difference between normal and tumor cells (28). Collectively, these findings suggest that although autophagy supports tumor cell survival, many tumors may paradoxically have autophagy suppressed. In the case of constitutive activation of the PI-3 kinase pathway, the advantage of deregulation of cell growth may be greater than the survival disadvantage conferred by suppressed autophagy. Alternatively, there may be additional aspects of autophagy defects that promote oncogenesis, which compensate for survival deficit.

**Physiological Context of Autophagy in Cancer**

A remaining question is the role that autophagy plays in oncogene activation and tumor-suppressor gene inactivation, which are forms of stress that may elevate the requirement for autophagy. Hypoxia induces hypoxia-inducible transcription factor 1α (Hif-1α), which activates autophagy as part of a stress responsive and adaptive transcription program that also promotes angiogenesis and alters metabolism (29). Induction of Hif-1α due to inactivation of the von Hippel-Lindau (Vhl)
A tumor-suppressor protein occurs with high frequency in renal clear cell carcinoma, but the contribution of autophagy in this setting is not known. Loss of the retinoblastoma (Rb) tumor-suppressor protein de-represses the HIF-1α target Bnip3, and promotes autophagy and cell death (30). This suggests that autophagy may protect against Rb inactivation by enabling cellular preservation. Loss of checkpoint regulation may also increase tumor cell damage, which may be counteracted by autophagy-mediated protein and organelle quality control surveillance to limit tumor progression. Indeed, deficiency or mutation in the p53 tumor-suppressor gene induces autophagy and cell death, but whether this is related to Arf tumor suppression is not clear (34). Finally, endoplasmic reticulum localized Bcl-2 interacts with Beclin1 and suppresses autophagy; however, starvation disrupts this interaction, allowing autophagy to take place (35). Bcl-2 blocks apoptosis and promotes tumorigenesis even in autophagy-defective cells suggesting that suppression of autophagy by Bcl-2 is not likely a critical factor regulating tumorigenesis (14). Thus, the role of autophagy in cancer needs to be assessed in context with the genetic makeup and environment of the tumor, and the guiding principals here are currently lacking.

Fig. 1. Strategies for modulation of autophagy in cancer therapy. A, autophagy-mediated survival and regeneration in tumor cells. Stress activates autophagy in tumor cells, and in cells with apoptotic defects this allows sustained, progressive autophagy and selective cellular self-consumption. This process produces small cells that can remain in a dormant state in the presence of stress, but when the stress is removed these MCCRs regenerate and resume cellular proliferation. Autophagy thereby affords cancer cells with the flexibility to tolerate stress, even therapeutic stress, and resume growth when conditions are more favorable. Cancer therapy directed at blocking autophagy-mediated survival with autophagy inhibitors or specific inhibitors targeting the dormancy and recovery process may be extremely valuable. B, the double-edged sword of autophagy in tumor suppression. Stress activates autophagy, which mitigates damage and promotes senescence, which limit tumorigenesis. Autophagy also enables tumor cells to survive metabolic stress, become dormant, and regenerate with stress relief that can promote tumorigenesis. In tumors with autophagy defects, damage mitigation is impaired but the surviving, damaged tumor cells, particularly those with genome damage, can promote tumorigenesis. The impaired survival and induction of chronic cell death in tumors can also stimulate inflammation and tumorigenesis. Although autophagy-defective cells may have reduced fitness, these other factors compensate, and overall tumorigenesis is stimulated. C, autophagy modulation in cancer therapy. Cytotoxic, targeted, and radiation therapy amplifies stress and autophagy, in addition to the inherent metabolic stress in the tumor microenvironment. Some therapeutics such as angiogenesis inhibitors and 2-deoxyglucose may specifically amplify metabolic stress. Autophagy inhibitors such as HCQ block autophagy, which amplifies damage and cell death, while also impairing dormancy and regeneration, tilting the balance in favor of tumor regression (blue type). Specific inhibitors of survival such as apoptosis-inducing Bcl-2 inhibitors may work in part by preventing the downstream consequences of productive autophagy. Similarly, dormancy and regeneration inhibitors may be additionally useful antitumor therapeutics (blue type). Mechanisms to amplify tumor cell damage by specifically blocking autophagy of proteins or organelles or using proteasome inhibitors in conjunction with autophagy inhibitors should be explored. Alternatively, autophagy stimulators may be useful for cancer prevention by enhancing damage mitigation and senescence (red type).
Autophagy Limits Cell Death and Inflammation

One consequence of autophagy defects in tumors is impaired survival in stress, which results in chronic tumor cell death (14). Superficially, stimulation of cell death in tumors may seem to be a desirable outcome. However, persistent chronic cell death elicits an inflammatory response that can be protumorigenic (36). Dead cells, particularly apoptosis-defective cells that undergo necrotic cell death, release cellular contents, potently activating a pro-inflammatory immune response (37, 38). The nuclear protein high mobility group protein B1 (HMGB1) is released from necrotic cells where it is a ligand for the cell surface receptor for advanced glycation endproducts (RAGE), which is a potent activator of nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB). Similarly, nucleic acids released from necrotic cells can stimulate inflammation through activation of Toll-like receptors. The presence of these damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) signals tissue damage and inflammation. Thus, tumors can appear as wounds that do not heal, which benefit from the persistent presence of inflammatory cells and cytokines meant to repair tissue damage. In the case of chronic cell death in a tumor, however, the wound does not heal, inflammation does not resolve, and instead tumor growth is enhanced (Fig. 1B).

Stimulation of apoptotic cell death in tissues can also be pro-inflammatory and oncogenic. Chronic apoptotic cell death in the liver can trigger inflammation, more tissue damage, and an increased risk of HCC (39). Hepatocyte cell death activates resident macrophages (Kupffer cells) to produce hepatotoxicants that stimulate compensatory proliferation. This is a normal reaction to repair tissue damage, but when the underlying cause is persistent (hepatitis virus infection, alcohol consumption, toxins, perhaps defective autophagy), this chronic inflammation promotes tumorigenesis. Thus, acute cell death may be required for tumor eradication, whereas chronic cell death can promote tissue damage, inflammation, and tumorigenesis. Interestingly, autophagy defects in mice cause hepatocyte toxicity, liver damage, and HCC (6, 8, 22, 23).

Autophagy-defective embryonic tissues are impaired for the removal of cell corpses (40), which raises the potential to prolong pro-inflammatory stimuli through both increased cell death and the failure to eliminate dead cells. Immortal mouse mammary epithelial cells with allelic loss of beclin1 accumulate cell corpses when grown as three-dimensional mammospheres, but it is not known if this contributes to inflammation and increased tumorigenesis (15). Apoptosis-defective tumors with autophagy defects display chronic necrosis and inflammation with dramatic macrophage infiltration, NF-κB activation, and cytokine production compared with tumors in which autophagy is intact (14). These findings are consistent with autophagy promoting tumor cell survival and limiting inflammation as a noncell autonomous means to suppress tumorigenesis. These contrasting tumor cell survival-promoting and tumor-suppressing activities contribute to autophagy acting as a double-edged sword in the cancer setting (Fig. 1B).

Autophagy Limits Genome Damage

Cells in tissues of mice with autophagy defects accumulate damaged mitochondria and p62- and ubiquitin-containing protein aggregates, suggesting a general role for autophagy in maintenance of cellular health through damage mitigation. Immortal epithelial cell lines from autophagy-defective mice manifest genome damage, indicating that in checkpoint-defective cells, failure of damage mitigation by autophagy may ultimately result in DNA mutations and chromosome instability (15, 17). Because an elevated mutation rate and genome instability promote cancer, this raises the possibility that damage mitigation by autophagy and protection of the genome is a possible tumor-suppression mechanism. How autophagy protects the genome from damage is not yet clear, but may result from clearance of damaged proteins and organelles and the suppression of oxidative stress. Accumulation of either protein aggregates or damaged mitochondria are associated with increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (ref. 8). How damaged protein accumulation causes oxidative stress is not clear but may result from increased protein reduction and isomerization during refolding, which is an oxidative reaction. Degradation of denatured or unfolded proteins through autophagy may eliminate the need for excessive protein-folding activity and oxidative stress.

Damaged mitochondria are a well-known source of ROS, emanating from disruption of electron transport. ROS, in turn, mediate further organelle, protein, and DNA damage. The failure of protein and organelle quality control in autophagy-defective cells may thereby set up a downward spiral in which persistence of damaged proteins and organelles causes ROS that further damages proteins and organelles and ultimately the genome. If this is the case then acceleration of oxidative stress may ultimately be the root cause of cell damage that renders autophagy-defective cells more tumor prone and illustrates the protective function of autophagy. If so, this would be a novel mechanism of tumor suppression and would implicate anti-oxidants as a protective measure in which autophagy defects are predicted to predispose to cancer. Ultimately, identification of the source of ROS and whether unfolded protein or damaged organelles contribute to ROS production will be informative.

Role of Autophagic Cell Death

In contrast to the survival-promoting function autophagy that is supported by substantial evidence, induction of autophagic cell death has also been proposed as a possible tumor-suppression mechanism. This comes from the observation that cell death can occur concomitant with features of autophagy (41), and that excessive stimulation of autophagy through overexpression of beclin1 suppresses tumorigenesis (42). Prolonged stress and progressive autophagy can also eventually lead to cell death (10). Excessive cellular damage may lead to cell death by overstimulating autophagy and cellular self-consumption. Small molecules that promote autophagic cell death in Vhl-negative renal cell carcinoma have been identified in a screen for synthetic lethality with loss of Vhl (43). Whether the approach of induction of autophagic tumor cell death induction can work in the clinic remains to be tested. In vivo evidence in mammals to support these concepts has so far been limited (41). One obstacle to validating the concept of autophagic cell death is that the only marker is improved cellular survival when autophagy is inhibited. The identification of biochemical markers for, and definition of, the process of autophagic cell death...
will be valuable to establish how it may be distinct from apoptosis (44), necrosis (45), entosis (46, 47), necroptosis (48, 49), or other forms of cell death. Moreover, many of the studies reporting induction of autophagic cell death have been done with nonspecific pharmacological inhibitors of autophagy or apoptosis, or with RNAi-mediated knockdown of autophagy regulators (50). These approaches have been problematic due to off-target effects.

In contrast, autophagic cell death in Drosophila has been shown to be an important tissue remodeling and resource reutilization process in larval morphogenesis (51). A potentially similar role for autophagy in mammalian cells during tissue remodeling will be important to investigate. An example in which stress orchestrates cellular resource reutilization in mammals is senescence. The stress of oncogene activation triggers oncogene-induced senescence (OIS), a tumor-suppression mechanism that diverts emerging tumor cells to cell cycle exit, cellular remodeling, and secretion of inflammatory mediators (52). Autophagy is induced during, and promotes, senescence including the secretory phenotype (53, 54). The ability of autophagy to turn over intracellular components may facilitate senescence by intracellular recycling and remodeling during acquisition of the senescence phenotype. It will be of interest to test the role that autophagy-enabled senescence plays in tumor suppression (53).

**Cancer Is a Proteinopathy**

Autophagy plays a role in the degradation of mutant proteins, and, by preventing their accumulation, may provide protection against degenerative conditions such as Parkinson's and Huntington's disease (55–57). Accumulation of mutant huntingtin protein and neurodegeneration is accelerated by defective autophagy and suppressed by autophagy stimulation. The accumulation of polyubiquitinated protein aggregates and neurodegeneration in the course of normal aging is also accelerated by autophagy defects. Progression of diseases of mutant protein accumulation or proteinopathies, in general, may benefit from autophagy as a mechanism to facilitate their degradation and limit accumulation. Cancer is also a disease of mutant or overexpressed protein accumulation and can be considered a form of proteinopathy in which overexpressed mutant oncoproteins (receptor tyrosine kinases, for example) or tumor-suppressor proteins (p53, for example) are prominent features of many tumors. Whether autophagy suppresses the accumulation of these proteins as a means of limiting oncogenesis is not known.

Defects in autophagy and impairment of protein degradation cause the abnormal accumulation of endoplasmic reticulum chaperones and p62, which functions to direct polyubiquitinated proteins to autophagosomes for degradation (6, 8, 20). Cancer may place a greater burden on the protein quality control system through the overproduction of proteins, mutant protein expression, or through a high rate of protein synthesis brought about by constitutive growth. Some cancers such as multiple myeloma are sensitive to proteasome inhibitors, which may result from a high rate of immunoglobulin production and increased generation of unfolded proteins. Proteasome- and autophagy-mediated protein degradation may serve overlapping and complementary roles in maintaining protein quality control, and cancer may increase the demand for these activities to limit damage, preserving viability.

**Double-Edged Sword of Autophagy and Cancer: Damage Mitigation versus Survival Promotion**

The emerging role of autophagy in cancer is one of a double-edged sword (Fig. 1B). On the one hand, autophagy enables tumor cells to tolerate stress including a hypoxic microenvironment, starvation, and probably some forms of therapy. Even with prolonged stress, autophagy can allow prolonged survival, generating dormant tumor cells that have the capacity to resume growth when conditions are more favorable. This process of stress survival, dormancy, and regeneration afforded by autophagy may be a major obstacle to achieving successful cancer treatment. On the other hand, autophagy plays an important role in damage mitigation in response to stress that can limit tumorigenesis (Fig. 1B). By clearing away damaged proteins and organelles, and perhaps by maintaining energy homeostasis through intracellular recycling, autophagy can ultimately prevent genome damage that drives tumorigenesis. Damage mitigation can also suppress tumorigenesis by limiting chronic cell death and inflammation that can promote tumorigenesis. With this in mind, it is easier to visualize how disruption of autophagy, which reduces cellular fitness, actually promotes tumorigenesis. It is the capacity of tumor cells to adapt and evolve in response to selective pressure and become progressively more deleterious to their human host that makes cancer difficult to treat. Autophagy may suppress this evolution by maintaining homeostatic conditions. Although survival of tumor cells may be increased by autophagy, it may be compensated for by the damage mitigation function (Fig. 1B). In tumor cells with autophagy inactivated, the reduction in survival may be inconsequential in the presence of enhanced genome damage and chronic inflammation to promote tumor growth and progression (Fig. 1B). The next challenge will be to use these guiding principals to test autophagy modulation in the setting of cancer therapy, bearing in mind that tumors with autophagy intact may respond differently from those with autophagy suppressed. An additional challenge will be to recognize functional autophagy status in tumors to direct the appropriate therapy.

**Strategies for Targeting the Autophagy Pathway for Cancer Therapy**

*Blocking survival to metabolic stress with autophagy inhibitors.* As autophagy is a survival pathway used by tumor cells to tolerate metabolic stress, autophagy inhibitors are expected to be useful for cancer therapy (Fig. 1C; refs. 10–13, 58–60). Autophagy inhibitors are particularly attractive because they can target those tumor cells in hypoxic tumor regions, which are therapy, particularly radiation, resistant. Additionally, tumor cells in the process of metastasizing may be particularly dependent on autophagy, supporting approaches to abrogate autophagy in early progression and the adjuvant setting. Although some death may result from autophagy inhibitors producing a survival disadvantage in stress, they are also expected to impair dormancy and recovery.

*Combining autophagy inhibitors with inducers of metabolic stress.* It is unlikely that autophagy inhibitors will be useful...
for cancer therapy as single agents because only a subpopulation of tumor cells undergo autophagy. Because many cancer therapeutics induce autophagy (Table 1), because they induce damage (cytotoxic chemotherapy), metabolic stress (angiogenesis inhibitors, 2-deoxyglucose), or block growth signaling pathways (targeted noncytotoxics, kinase inhibitors) by mimicking factor deprivation or starvation, the addition of autophagy inhibitors would be expected to enhance cytotoxicity of these agents. mTOR inhibitors, in particular, induce autophagy and if this provides stress protection, then their full therapeutic advantage will be realized in combination with autophagy inhibitors. The approach here will be to block stress adaptation and amplify damage by inhibiting autophagy (Fig. 1C). It will be important to induce acute rather than chronic cell death and inflammation that can be counterproductive. The downside to this approach is the loss of the damage mitigation and potentially tumor-suppression activity of autophagy (Fig. 1C). This may not be an issue if the induction of stress in combination with inhibition of autophagy augments toxicity sufficient to kill all tumor cells. Potential collateral damage to normal tissue will need to be addressed, although the inherent metabolic stress in tumors may provide a therapeutic window.

Inhibition of apoptosis, dormancy, and regeneration. An alternate approach would be to specifically target the survival, dormancy, and regeneration mechanisms acting in concert with or downstream of autophagy. Disabling apoptosis, for example, should decrease acquisition of dormancy and regeneration (Fig. 1C). Although autophagy inhibition stimulates apoptosis, there may be a specific apoptotic mechanism responsible for the survival and regeneration of dormant cells that can be identified. A Bcl-2 inhibitor is in clinical trials to promote tumor cell apoptosis (61). Metabolic stress triggers apoptosis that is inhibited by Bcl-2, requires proapoptotic Bim, and is signaled through the core proapoptotic regulators Bax and Bak (62, 63). Whether Bcl-2 is also essential for the viability of dormant and regenerating tumor cells should be assessed. Defining the mechanisms governing dormancy and regeneration may reveal novel targets downstream of autophagy, and inhibiting these processes is potentially valuable. Dormancy- and regeneration-specific inhibitors may have the advantage of retaining the protective, damage mitigation function of autophagy.

Development and assessment of autophagy inhibitors in cancer therapy. Development of specific autophagy inhibitors for cancer therapy should be possible as there are kinases (Atg1/ Unc-51-like kinase 1/2/3, Vps34), proteases (Atg4), and two ubiquitin-like conjugation systems that regulate the activation of autophagy and autophagosome formation (64). There are also signaling pathways, both mTOR-dependent and -independent, that regulate activation of the autophagy that can be targeted. Elongation factor-2 kinase (eEF-2 kinase), for example, which is downstream of mTOR, promotes autophagy-mediated survival of glioblastoma, and the expectation is that eEF-2 kinase inhibitors will be therapeutically useful (65).

There are poorly understood mechanisms for targeting proteins and organelles to autophagosomes that are likely to contain additional targets. Signaling pathways that promote autophagy are also good candidates for inhibitor development. Currently, hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), which blocks lysosomal acidification and autophagosome degradation, is available as an autophagy inhibitor that will enable assessment of the utility of this approach. A number of clinical trials have been initiated in patients with solid and hematopoietic tumors to test this (Table 2). Most of these trials are combinations of HCQ with cytotoxic chemotherapy, inducers of metabolic stress or targeted therapies with the overall hypothesis that autophagy is a mechanism of therapeutic resistance, and HCQ will increase cytotoxicity by abrogation of autophagy. As shown in Table 2, most of these studies combine HCQ with a more standard cancer therapy expected to induce autophagy (some of these potential agents or classes of agents are shown in Table 1). These trials should begin to reveal if there is therapeutic benefit to blocking autophagy for cancer therapy. Although HCQ is not an exclusive autophagy inhibitor, it is relatively noncytotoxic and blocks flux through the autophagy pathway by inhibiting the terminal lysosome degradation step. It remains to be shown if HCQ can block autophagy in human tumors in vivo, and if or how the genetic makeup of tumors influences this response. To this end, the identification of biomarkers and signatures that reflect functional autophagy status and that detect therapeutic modulation of autophagy in human tumors will require development.

Efficacy of HCQ and chloroquine in preclinical models. Efficacy of autophagy inhibition with HCQ and chloroquine (CQ) has begun to be assessed in animal models and human cancer cells and lines, and the results are encouraging. In a mouse model for Myc-driven lymphoma, HCQ and autophagy inhibition enhances the ability of either p53 or alkylating agents to promote tumor cell death (66). CQ also impairs spontaneous lymphomagenesis in Atm-deficient mice that model ataxia telangiectasia and in Myc-transgenic mice that model human Burkitt lymphoma, although CQ did not prevent spontaneous lymphomagenesis in p53-deficient mice (67). The mechanism of CQ-mediated tumor cell toxicity was consistent with promotion of lysosomal stress and p53-dependent and apoptosis-independent tumor cell death. Thus CQ can enhance the death-promoting activity of a common tumor-suppression pathway to prevent cancer development. CQ also promotes cancer cell death in cooperation with the histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA) in chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) cell lines and primary CML cells expressing wild-type and imatinib-resistant mutant forms of Bcr-Abl (68). Synergy of CQ and SAHA was associated with induction of, and was enhanced by, the lysosomal protease cathepsin D, suggesting that CQ and autophagy

Table 1. Agents shown to induce autophagy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Drug class</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endostatin</td>
<td>Anti-angiogenesis</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorafenib</td>
<td>TKI, VEGFR inhibitor</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAHA</td>
<td>HDAC inhibitor</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LonaFarnib</td>
<td>Farnesyltransferase inhibitor</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temsirilimus</td>
<td>mTOR inhibitor</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everolimus</td>
<td>mTOR inhibitor</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deoxyglucose</td>
<td>Glicoylsis inhibitor</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor; VEGFR, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor.
inhibition promotes tumor cell death by a lysosome-driven process. As CQ and HCQ block flux through the autophagy pathway at the lysosomal degradation step, it will be of interest to compare and contrast this with the effectiveness of blocking autophagy initiation. Collectively, these findings suggest that autophagy inhibition can augment the anticancer activity of both chemotherapy and endogenous tumor-suppressor mechanisms to promote tumor regression and to limit spontaneous tumor development.

### Compromising protein degradation pathways for cancer chemotherapy

There are two main protein degradation systems in cells: autophagy, which is a mechanism for bulk protein degradation in lysosomes, and the proteasome pathway, which is a mechanism for degradation of individual proteins tagged with polyubiquitin in proteasomes. These two pathways for protein degradation may be partly complementary or interdependent in that inhibition of the proteasome pathway induces autophagy (69), and inhibition of autophagy increases the accumulation of

### Table 2. Selected clinical trials of HCQ and modulation of autophagy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Sponsors</th>
<th>ClinicalTrials.gov identifier</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prostate cancer</td>
<td>Docetaxel hydroxy-chloroquine</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>CINJ, NCI</td>
<td>NCT00766862</td>
<td>A Phase II Study of Docetaxel and Modulation of Autophagy with Hydroxychloroquine for Metastatic Hormone Refractory Prostate Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate cancer</td>
<td>Hydroxy-chloroquine</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>CINJ, NCI</td>
<td>NCT00726596</td>
<td>Autophagic Cell Death in Patients with Hormone-Dependent Prostate-Specific Antigen Progression after Local Therapy for Prostate Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple myeloma, plasma cell neoplasm</td>
<td>Bortezomib hydroxy-chloroquine</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania, NCI</td>
<td>NCT00568880</td>
<td>A Phase I/II Trial of Hydroxychloroquine Added to Bortezomib for Relapsed/Refractory Myeloma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain, central nervous system tumors</td>
<td>Hydroxy-chloroquine temozolomide</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania, NCI</td>
<td>NCT00486603</td>
<td>A Phase I/II Trial of Hydroxychloroquine in Conjunction with Radiation Therapy and Concurrent and Adjuvant Temozolomide in Patients With Newly Diagnosed Glioblastoma Multiforme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>Hydroxy-chloroquine ixabepilone</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>CINJ, NCI</td>
<td>NCT00765765</td>
<td>Phase I/II Study of Ixabepilone in Combination with the Autophagy Inhibitor Hydroxychloroquine for the Treatment of Patients with Metastatic Breast Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>Bevacizumab carboplatin hydroxy-chloroquine paclitaxel</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>CINJ, NCI</td>
<td>NCT00728845</td>
<td>Modulation of Autophagy with Hydroxychloroquine in Combination with Carboplatin, Paclitaxel and Bevacizumab in Patients with Advanced/Recurrent Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer - A Phase I/II Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult solid tumors</td>
<td>Hydroxy-chloroquine temozolomide</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania, NCI</td>
<td>NCT00714181</td>
<td>A Phase I Study of Hydroxychloroquine in Combination with Temozolomide in Patients with Advanced Solid Tumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-small cell lung cancer</td>
<td>Gefitinib, hydroxy-chloroquine</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>National University Hospital, Singapore, Massachusetts General Hospital, AstraZeneca</td>
<td>NCT00809237</td>
<td>A Phase II with a Lead in Phase I Study to Examine the Tolerability, Safety Profile and Efficacy of Hydroxychloroquine and Gefitinib in Advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced cancer</td>
<td>Hydroxy-chloroquine sunitinib malate</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>CINJ, NCI</td>
<td>NCT00813423</td>
<td>Autophagic Modulation with Anti-Angiogenic Therapy in Patients with Advanced Malignancies: A Phase I Trial of Sunitinib and Hydroxychloroquine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia</td>
<td>Hydroxy-chloroquine</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>North Shore Long Island Jewish Health System</td>
<td>NCT00771056</td>
<td>Phase II Study to Evaluate the Tolerability and Efficacy of Treatment of Previously Untreated B-Cell Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (B-CLL) Patients with Hydroxychloroquine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Study citations were obtained from the National Institutes of Health (NIH)/NCI clinicaltrials.gov website. Abbreviations: CINJ, The Cancer Institute of New Jersey; NCI, The National Cancer Institute.
polyubiquitinated proteins (4–7). Moreover, autophagy rescues toxicity (70), whereas autophagy defects confer sensitivity to proteasome inhibition (8), supporting the compensatory nature of these protein degradation pathways. There is also evidence that polyubiquitin-containing protein aggregates can block proteasome-mediated degradation by clogging up proteasomes (71). Predictions are that inhibiting both the proteasome and autophagy degradation pathways may be more toxic to cancer cells, particularly those with a high rate of protein synthesis such as those secreting immunoglobulin (multiple myeloma). Indeed, multiple myeloma is sensitive to the proteasome inhibitor Velcade (MILLENIUM: The Takeda Oncology Company), which is U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved for treatment of this cancer (72). The validity of combining HQC to augment Velcade in multiple myeloma is being assessed in the clinic (Table 2). Similarly, the HDAC HDAC6, which binds polyubiquitinated proteins and promotes autophagy-mediated protein degradation and inhibition of HDAC activity with SAHA, synergizes with Velcade to kill multiple myeloma (73). Thus, inhibiting both the proteasome and autophagy pathways may be an important approach to cancer treatment.

**Stimulation of Autophagy for Cancer Chemoprevention**

Because autophagy defects predispose to cancer and other diseases, the prospect of stimulating autophagy as a disease prevention measure is promising (Fig. 1C). In models of neurodegeneration, inhibiting autophagy accelerates disease progression, whereas stimulating autophagy with mTOR inhibitors or other autophagy stimulators, or by augmentation of HDAC6 expression, delays disease progression (55–57). Whether this strategy will be effective for cancer prevention remains to be investigated. Nonspecific means for stimulating autophagy such as caloric restriction and fasting may improve human health and suppress cancer, whereas excess nutritional consumption that should repress autophagy is considered deleterious (79). It will be of interest to test whether these activities can be attributed to modulation of autophagy.

Autophagy defects in mice cause liver disease resembling steatohepatitis and HCC (6, 8, 22, 23). Patients with steatohepatitis are at risk for developing HCC and are a candidate group to test autophagy stimulation for cancer prevention. CQ can suppress oncogene activation-driven lymphomagenesis in mice suggesting that inhibition of autophagy may also be a prevention strategy (67). Augmentation of tumor-suppressor activity, such as that of p53, with autophagy inhibitors may be more advantageous in this setting. In contrast, steatohepatitis that is symptomatic of protein quality control failure may rather benefit from autophagy stimulation. With steatohepatitis, tissue damage and the resulting inflammation promote HCC (39), which may be suppressed by autophagy stimulation. Indeed, stimulation of autophagy eliminates p62-containing Mallory Bodies induced by proteasome inhibition (80); p62 accumulation is responsible for liver toxicity (6) and tumorigenesis (81) in autophagy-defective mice; and low Beclin1 levels and reduced autophagy may be associated with poor prognosis in HCC (81). It is clear that combination cancer therapy targeting multiple, distinct pathways is important to achieve cures, and the autophagy pathway provides novel means to augment therapy.
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